Speech audio and articulatory movements of age-and gender-matched speaker pairs have been recorded in face-to-face interaction using two electromagnetic articulometer (EMA) systems simultaneously. Speakers matched for language (AE:AE) were compared with mixed language backgrounds (AE:German). Tasks included synchronized, imitated and spontaneous speech interspersed with repeated baseline utterances for evaluation of mutual accommodation. Euclidean distances (EDs) between vowel midpoint formant frequencies from the initial and final baseline tasks showed symmetric reductions associated with convergence which were larger for the speakers with the same language background. To test whether the observed reduction might be due to fatigue or repetition effects EDs were also calculated between AE speakers who did not participate in the same experiment. Because reduction was minimal for this comparison the possibility that convergence can be attributed to simple optimization is excluded. Kinematic and dynamic convergence was examined on coda velar gestures from the baseline tasks. EDs in peak velocity, sensor path distance, gesture amplitude and stiffness computed between speakers all showed decreases consistent with convergence. Associated within-speaker differences showed that accommodation was effectively symmetric, and because the speakers moved towards one another the difference was not due to practice or fatigue effects. [Work supported by NIH]
INTRODUCTION
When humans interact they typically show converging patterns of coordinated behavior, as when walking in step or engaging in synchronized applause. In dyadic conversation numerous studies have shown that over time participants will also accommodate their speech patterns to one another. This so-called phonetic convergence is the tendency of interacting talkers to make adjustments in the direction of increased mutual similarity to facilitate communication (Pardo, 2006; Pickering & Garrod, 2004) and establish appropriate social distance (Babel, 2012; Giles et al., 1991) . All speakers have a dispersion range around perception and production targets for their language that they will accept and will shift within the range of a given target for various reasons, including perceptual (e.g. ambient noise) and production effects (e.g., coarticulation, rate, prosodic context). However, while these lead to immediate adjustments in speech production, phonetic convergence evolves more slowly, over the course of a conversational interaction. Although these adjustments are subtle relative to the size of perception and production speech targets, this phenomenon nonetheless presents a challenge to the notion of speech units as invariant and identical for all listeners and speakers of a language community.
Among efforts to account for phonetic convergence, exemplar-based theories (Goldinger, 1998) propose that each produced exemplar of a word leaves a detailed trace in the listener's memory, containing information about the speaker's production characteristics. With each new incoming exemplar the distribution of traces is updated, weighting how the listener will in turn produce that utterance. Alternatively the interactive alignment model (Pickering & Garrod, 2004) assumes convergence between two speakers in conversation occurs on all representational levels (situational, semantic, syntactical, phonological and phonetic) by a mutual priming mechanism. However, as both theories assume these convergence processes to be automatic, neither approach can account for asymmetry (one speaker adapts more than another), or the related phenomenon of phonetic divergence (increased dissimilarity from the interlocutor), observed in a range of studies as a consequence of such factors as gender, social status, race, age, et cetera. Within communication accommodation theory (Giles et al., 1991) convergence or divergence arising from such factors is assumed to be volitionally mediated and is used to signal appropriate social distance. Pardo (2006) takes a position that combines both automatic and volitional approaches: a perception-driven production link leads to entrainment established through loose coupling between two interacting systems, arising by way of external information derived from sensory cues. These serve as a forcing function on internal dynamics, leading to adjustments in existing patterns of behavior within their intrinsic range and resulting in relative coordination between two systems (as opposed to absolute coordination between physically coupled systems). Convergence asymmetry and divergence phenomena arise in this view as a consequence of situational constraints such as dominance relationships or social factors which modulate the degree of coupling in conversational interaction.
In our own view, the acoustic manifestation of phonetic convergence is the result of increased relative coordination of the skilled articulatory movements underlying speech, arising as Pardo suggests from a perceptionproduction link that serves to entrain two interacting speakers. Evidence that the motor system is recruited in the perception of speech has been recently provided by Galantucci and colleagues (2009) , who showed that monosyllables such as /ba/ were produced faster when primed by congruent (/ba/) vs. mismatched (/da/) auditory distractors. In the observation of brain activity associated with both telling a story and listening to it Stephens et al. (2010) have shown that the listener's activity (including production areas) is spatially and temporally coupled with the speaker's activity, and that the strength of this coupling is correlated with the listener's degree of comprehension. These and many other studies strongly support a perception-action link coupling two interacting speakers, leading to the entrainment in production that manifests as convergence. If phonetic convergence is thus a byproduct of articulatory entrainment between speakers, then as such it can be grouped with other patterns of relative coordination that follow from theories of general motor control.
However, there is to date a general lack of appropriate observational data of speech articulator movement in convergence situations. Because perceptual similarity judgments as used by Goldinger (1998) and Pardo (2006) rely on pooled listener assessments, they fail to identify which properties of speaker utterances are modified. Acoustic studies have identified global adjustments such as intensity, fundamental frequency, pause durations and speech rate; as well as such local effects as vowel quality, diphthong dynamics, and VOT. But while acoustic studies begin to quantify what speakers do in accommodating to one another, they are measuring only a proximal result of the underlying movements of the speech articulators. Since speakers are known to select among a range of possible articulations to optimize the coproduction of overlapping speech gestures, choosing for example in some contexts to shift the velar constriction, in others to protrude the lips in the production of /u/ (motor equivalence; Perkell et al., 1993) , it is reasonable to examine whether interaction between speakers leads them to converge on similar production strategies within their respective motor equivalence ranges.
Movement data also provide crucial additional information. For instance, movements of the speech articulators are continuously observable, even during periods of acoustic silence such as voiceless stops, and can therefore illuminate aspects of timing and coordination not available from the acoustics alone. Speakers vary in how they achieve a given phonetic goal, some potentially using more jaw movement for example, others relying more on tongue posture. It is an open question whether convergence leads to increased similarity of movement, or whether instead only acoustic goals are relevant. However, we predict that increased convergence assessed on acoustic data will have observable kinematic correlates and test this in the experiments described below.
To our knowledge, no direct observation of the kinematics of phonetic convergence between facing speakers has been previously carried out. The work reported here represents only preliminary steps in working through the difficult methodological aspects of observing the articulation of two speakers simultaneously. But kinematic data of this type will eventually establish whether in converging phonetically speakers adapt only at the level of the goals of phonetic units (defined in terms of auditory, acoustic, or vocal tract constriction properties), or also at the level of the kinematic and dynamic properties of the articulators that are harnessed to achieve these goals.
METHODS
To record speech articulator movements for two interacting speakers simultaneously we rely on separate electromagnetic articulometer (EMA) devices, one for each talker. Two types of commercially-manufactured EMA systems are used together. The AG500 (Carstens Medizinelektronik, GmbH) has six narrowly tuned transmitters that operate continuously at different frequencies (7.5kHz -13.75kHz); it has been assessed for speech purposes by Yunusova and colleagues (2009) . The WAVE (Northern Digital, Inc.) uses eight strobed transmitters, all operating at 3kHz; it has been assessed by Berry (2011) . Both systems resolve three spatial and two angular orientation measurements per sensor at sampling rates of at least 100 Hz. Crucially both systems permit unrestricted head movement and provide an unimpeded view of the face.
In pilot work to validate the assumption that the different operating frequencies of the AG500 and WAVE devices would support simultaneous operation, a series of benchmark tests were performed. With the measurement centers of each system positioned 2 meters apart, the stability of fixed distances between sensors attached to a rotating rigid body within the field of each device was assessed, with and without the other device in active operation. Results based on rotational symmetry and the standard deviations between pairs of fixed sensors showed no significant effect of dual operation on either system (Tiede et al. 2012) . Two dual-EMA experiments have been performed to date. In the first, age-matched (mid-20s) male speakers participated, one a native speaker of American English (AE), and one a native speaker of Mexican Spanish (MS). In the second, both age-matched (mid-20s) female participants were native AE speakers. For additional comparison, a mixed-language acoustic-only experiment was also performed with two female participants, one a native AE speaker, and one a native speaker of German (GE). All participants had self-reported normal speech and hearing.
For each EMA participant sensors were glued to two points on the tongue (tip and dorsum), the lower incisors, and the upper and lower lips. Additional sensors placed on the upper incisors and left and right mastoid processes were used to correct for head movement. Independent audio tracks were recorded at 44.1 kHz using separate directional microphones located about 60 cm from the mouth, which were used to align the associated kinematic data from both participants during post-processing by cross-correlation. Participants were seated such that their anterior vocal tracts were centered within the respective device fields, for a face-to-face distance of slightly less than 2 meters, and with a clear view of their partner's face. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. In each experiment participants performed a range of tasks that included synchronized (choral production), imitated and spontaneous speech, interspersed with repeated baseline utterances used to evaluate mutual accommodation. These baseline tasks were produced separately by each participant and consisted of focus words (Table I) produced within a consistent context ("Say bag it again"). All tasks were presented on separate monitors specific to each speaker. Stimulus presentation and data acquisition were coordinated by custom software (Marta, Haskins Laboratories). For analysis, formant values were obtained mid-vowel using a 30 msec window with 14 -16th order LPC on the downsampled and pre-emphasized audio for each speaker. Kinematic measurements of voiced velar gestures were made using custom software (Mview, Haskins Laboratories): gestural onset and offset were identified using a 20% criterion applied to the tangential velocity of the tongue dorsum sensor, maximum constriction was identified as the velocity zero, and bracketing peak velocities into and away from constriction were also recorded. Gestural stiffness was computed as the quotient of peak velocity and the distance travelled by the sensor between maximum constriction and gestural onset or offset. Gestural amplitude (peak displacement) was measured as the vertical range of the sensor trajectory between gestural onset and offset.
RESULTS
Phonetic convergence has been evaluated in three ways, using in each case corresponding focus words from the initial (FIRST) and final (LAST) baseline blocks.
The first measure, called the PRE/POST convergence comparison, contrasts the averaged initial and final values of the measured parameter separately by speaker. It is used to determine the direction of any change, in particular whether such change was in the (converging) direction of the partner's values.
The second measure, called BETWEEN, is the between-speaker Euclidean distance between each pair's matched values contrasting the initial and final distances; it shows the extent of any convergence (speakers who converge will show smaller BETWEEN values in the final block). Distances are computed on [F1,F2] pairings for formant measures, and as simple differences for monodimensional values.
The third measured, called WITHIN, is the within-speaker Euclidean distance between initial and final matched values for each speaker. It is used to assess the asymmetry of convergence: speakers who accommodate one another symmetrically will show approximately equal WITHIN values. Figure 2 shows the results of applying these measures to the formant values obtained from the second (AE1:AE2) EMA experiment with age-matched female speakers. The BETWEEN comparison, evaluated with a one-sided paired t-test (t(11) = 2.8385, p<0.008), indicates a strong vowel quality convergence effect, and the direction of change for F1 (AE1 decreases, AE2 increases) is consistent with accommodation. Although the WITHIN comparison suggests some asymmetry (AE1 accommodates more than AE2), a two-sided paired t-test shows that this is not significant (t(11) = 1.3899, p = 0.192).
For comparison a corresponding analysis was made on the mixed-language (acoustic-only) GE:AE3 pair, and to test whether the observed convergence might be due to fatigue or repetition effects the analysis was also performed between two AE speakers who did not participate in the same experiment (AE1:AE3).
FIGURE 3. Between-speaker formant comparisons for the AE1:AE2 EMA experiment, the mixed-language GE1:AE3 experiment, and a 'virtual' comparison between speakers who did not participate in the same experiment (AE1:AE3). Because no convergence is observed in the AE1:AE3 comparison the possibility that convergence can be attributed to simple optimization is excluded.
Although the GE:AE mixed-language comparison showed some change in the direction of convergence it was not significant (t(11) = 0.7337, p = 0.2392). As these speakers were otherwise well-matched in age, gender and other factors this confirms the importance of shared language background for mediating accommodation. The 'virtual' comparison between speakers AE1 and AE3 who did not participate in the same experiment shows no significant between-speaker difference (t(11) = 0.3396, p = 0.3703). This shows that any effect of vowel space 'shrinkage' due to fatigue or repetition effects cannot account for the convergence effect observed in the AE1:AE2 experiment. Having observed acoustic convergence in the AE1:AE2 experiment, we next examine whether accommodation was also present in the associated kinematic measures. Figure 4 shows gestural stiffness for /g/-final focus words evaluated on the trajectory of the tongue dorsum sensor. In both the closing (t(5) = 2.6204, p < 0.03) and opening (t(5) = 3.0667, p < 0.02) phases, the between-subjects comparison shows significant convergence for this parameter, and its pre/post direction of change (AE1 decreases, AE2 increases) is also consistent with accommodation. The within-subjects comparison reflecting asymmetry was not significant for either phase.
DISCUSSION
Although preliminary in scope, this work has for the first time demonstrated the feasibility of observing speech movements from two speakers simultaneously for the purpose of quantifying articulatory aspects of phonetic convergence. As expected from previous acoustic studies of the phenomenon, vowel quality shifts in the direction of accommodation were observed in our own data. However, because we also observed a corresponding convergence in associated kinematic measures, our results do not support theories suggesting that auditory goals alone matter for speakers in achieving alignment. Instead, as we predicted, the interaction between speakers also serves to push their patterns of production towards each other within their respective motor equivalence ranges, suggesting that the superficial acoustic phenomenon of phonetic convergence rests on underlying patterns of coordinated articulation.
